There are few, if any radio amateurs alive today who
remember the excitement that greeted the official
announcement authorizing Amateur Radio after the
conclusion of World War One.
The return of Amateur Radio after the “Great War” was by
no means guaranteed. There were many powerful forces
aligned against Amateur Radio. However, the outstanding
value of a pool of trained men with a background in basic
radio technology and radiotelegraphy had been proven
during the war and could not be denied. Thanks to these
wartime contributions and the work of the ARRL, Amateur
Radio was allowed to return to the air.
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The original “pink card”

The lifting of the ban on Amateur Radio communications
would usher in the golden age of radio. New technologies
developed during the war would be used by radio amateurs
to lay the foundation of modern radio communications,
The original “pink card” announcing the
including the development of vacuum tube CW
lifting
of the World War One ban on Amateur
transmitters, radiotelephony, broadcasting, police radio,
Radio
communications.
From the collection of
the exploration of the short waves and more. The fertile
WB8SIW
expansion of Amateur Radio during the “Jazz Age” created
the basic structure of the Amateur Radio Service we enjoy today.
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QNI Mission Statement
QNI is an independent newsletter
dedicated to promoting NTS and
genuine emergency
communications preparedness.

contained herein do not reflect
the policies or opinions of the
ARRL, the National Association
for Amateur Radio, nor those of
any particular NTS net or
emergency communications
organization.

Our newsletter is independently
published and distributed free of
charge to the Amateur Radio
and emergency management
community.
The opinions

Our mission is to provide a
forum for NTS volunteers
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throughout North America. We
operate on the premise that
Amateur Radio public service
volunteers should be, first and
foremost, communicators and
technicians. If you share this
vision, please support QNI.
Submit your news and articles
for publication.

Is the Two Meter Band Dying?
By James Wades, WB8SIW
The summer of 2013 was my lost summer. From April
through September, I spent only 20 days at home. The rest of
the time, including weekends, holidays and the like, I was engaged in extensive business travel. Despite the recession, our
company has been growing rapidly, and qualified people have
been difficult to find, despite the high unemployment rate. As
a result, I spent the summer at “Holiday Inn Express” doing the
work of three people. While being worked like an old, rented
mule, I had the opportunity to listen to two-meter FM repeaters in many metropolitan areas throughout the United States.
While my observations are anecdotal, my only conclusion is
that two meters is dying. Here are some observations:


Most repeaters I monitored were dead quiet throughout
the day. Even morning and evening drive times found
many metropolitan, wide-coverage repeaters aptly fitting
what the Poet Bryant called the “silent halls of death.”



On the rare occasions during which I heard activity, the
individuals engaged in conversation seemed quite
“cliquish.” The amateurs in some areas were about as welcoming as the “cool kids” in the high school lunch room
suddenly forced to suffer the presence of a lowly geek in
their midst.



In some areas, the few conversations heard resembled that
of a Family Radio Service conversation, with a husband
and wife using VHF-FM radio as an inexpensive alternative to a cellular telephone.



When I encountered hams while driving on our nation’s
expressways, I discovered the vast majority do NOT monitor 146.520, the national calling frequency. I suspect
many of these radio amateurs with call sign plates don’t
even have a transceiver installed in their car.

Having been licensed for nearly four decades now, I can recall
the era before the advent of cellular mobile communications.
Many metropolitan area repeaters were packed with groups of
regulars chatting during the daily commute home. Such
groups are rare today. The reasons are likely many, but undoubtedly, one major reason is the ascendency of the cell
phone.
It seems few of us are able to resist the clarion call of a ringing
cell phone. Even during important business meetings, a wedding or a funeral, the average cell phone user feels compelled
to answer a call regardless of its importance. Sadly, we are
being mastered by the phone, rather than mastering the device. Simply put, we have become “cell phone slaves.” Undoubtedly, most choose not to turn on their VHF transceiver
in anticipation of incoming cell phone calls or text messages.

Regardless of the reasons, the disuse atrophy observed may have
significant consequences for Amateur Radio. Two meters was
once the glue that held many local amateur radio communities
together. The demise of this social fabric is likely to have a deleterious impact on club participation. Will the local ham club go
the way of the “CB Coffee Breaks” that were popular in the
1970s?
For new hams, two meters is often the entry level band through
which one is introduced to the fraternal side of the Amateur Radio Service. Based on my observations, I can only conclude that
many of our new technician class licensees are “underwhelmed”
with what they find. The lack of activity combined with the insular behavior of some hams may encourage many newly licensed
operators to drop out before they even get started.
The lack of activity on two meters is likely to have other impacts
as well. A well-equipped, properly operating mobile unit remains an advantage during natural disasters. With little routine
activity to warrant the installation of a two meter radio in one’s
automobile, it seems likely that many hams forego transferring
the two-meter transceiver into a new vehicle at upgrade time.
While the call sign plates move to the new car, the two meter rig
stays on the shelf in the garage slowly gathering dust and rust.
Another trend resulting from disuse atrophy is the elimination of
the auto-patch. Many repeater associations and clubs are encountering increasing costs and decreasing membership support.
While the dial-tone phone line access seems unnecessary in the
cellular era, it does, ironically, make sense for a Radio Service
that bills itself as being the go-to system when “all else fails.”
Doesn’t a dedicated dial tone line made available through a repeater during periods of cellular overload make some sense for
an emergency communications organization?
Other disturbing trends are emerging as well. While digital
voice modes such as “D-Star” are appealing and potentially beneficial, one is beginning to encounter them on two-meter repeater
allocations. One of the long-standing benefits of the two meter
band has always been its universality. Unlike public safety or
government systems, one can hop on a plane in Detroit carrying
a hand-held FM transceiver and arrive in Los Angeles a few hours
later ready to communicate on any local repeater. The ability to
use basic VHF-FM modes anywhere in North America at any
time and on any repeater is a significant emergency response advantage that almost no other organization shares!
It seems logical that underutilized bands, such as 220-MHz or
440-MHz would be an ideal location for new digital voice technologies. Most new hand-held transceivers are capable of covering these bands. These bands are typically under-utilized, and by
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training topic. Practice the use of the ITU phonetic alphabet. Call on an operator to identify a DOT (UN) number
in his guidebook and explain the basic response steps.
There are plenty of ideas for making a weekly net interesting. An interesting net is an incentive for club members to
turn on the transceiver.

placing the new digital mode repeaters on these bands, one
avoids the Balkanization of two meters, thereby allowing a basic,
common-denominator mode to remain available for the greatest
number of users. The policy of retaining the two-meter band
for basic, universal FM capability would ensure that we retain an
important, universal emergency communications capability.
So what will the future bring? Probably no one knows for sure.
However, the future of two meters may very well be up to us.
Has the time come to create a campaign designed to promote the
use of two-meters? Some possible ideas include:






Encourage new radio amateurs to purchase and install a
basic, two-meter FM transceiver and a good quality antenna
system in their automobile. Incorporate some training on
basic radio protocol (including some on-air activities) into
licensing classes.

Finally, make your club’s repeater useful. Can a backcountry camper or hiker use your club’s repeater as a resource for information or assistance? Will he have a reasonable assurance someone is monitoring? Might a local
SAR group find the repeater a beneficial resource? Give
people a reason to get licensed and get active.

Let’s remember that the Technician Class License is now the
primary entry path into Amateur Radio. Two-meter FM is
likely to be the first exposure to Amateur Radio for new hams.
Let’s make it a fun, interesting, and worthwhile experience for
these new radio amateurs. Consider it an investment in our
future.

Work with local affiliated clubs to ensure one or more VHF
-FM repeaters are monitored throughout the day in your
area. Advertise this fact amongst the local amateur radio
community.

Why Are Some Getting Licensed?
By James Wades, WB8SIW



Publish a “Two Meter Etiquette” notice regularly in the club
newsletter.



Monitor a favorite local repeater and/or the two-meter
calling frequency in your area while commuting. Create a
bumper sticker or other tasteful sign for your rear vehicle
window, which shows the frequency(s) monitored. For example, one could have a tasteful, small sign in his rear window with something like “QSX 146.520.” The public will
have no idea what it means and most people could care less.
However, a radio amateur will recognize the frequencies
right away!







Recently, Ryan, KB8RCR made an interesting observation,
which is worth repeating in our “QNI” Newsletter:
“I have delivered several of the “new ham” messages over the past 2-3
years since [the] S.A.R. group formed, about 30 or so in total just from
within my own county and approximately 75-80 percent of the responses to those messages [were] (1) no intention of even joining the
club that sponsored the testing session for their licenses, (2) no intention of using their privileges outside of S.A.R. work. (3) no real intention of being locally active in ARES/RACES or anything else other
than S.A.R.

Use the full capabilities of modern transceivers. Most modern VHF transceivers can be set up to monitor a priority
channel (e.g. 146.520) for calls. Many transceivers can be
set up for selective DTMF calling and receive tone squelch.

Now I am glad to see our counties’ numbers increase, but is this a good
or bad thing for ham radio as a whole?”
Others delivering “welcome to Amateur Radio” radiograms
have noticed similar responses when new hams are invited to
participate in local club meetings. SAR groups, religious service groups, and others are now seeking Amateur Radio licenses to support their disaster response mission. Yet, many of
these groups and individuals have no intention of supporting
the local club or getting involved in Amateur Radio beyond this
narrow focus.

Finally, if one’s cell phone rings during a QSO, remember
that many calls can go to voice mail. President Obama is
not a ham operator and the rest of us do not have the nuclear launch codes in our vest pocket nor are we expecting a
call from the Chief of Naval Operations requesting authority
for an air strike in the Middle East. Most cellular calls can
wait until a QSO is over. As a matter of fact, most cellular
calls can wait until that business meeting, training class or
wedding concludes.

There is nothing wrong with a diverse set of reasons for joining
Amateur Radio, but one can’t help but wonder if the Amateur
Radio Service receives the full benefit from those who join as
"end users." Are we simply providing a free infrastructure in
the form of VHF and UHF repeaters for those who wish to use

Ensure that ARES/RACES nets conducted on two-meters
are worthwhile and interesting. Run some communications
exercises. Handle some NTS radiogram traffic. Discuss a
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them for their own volunteer purposes? If these individuals do
not have a vested interest in supporting the local radio club nor
an interest in the development of useful technical knowledge, are
they going to contribute to the hobby? Will they be willing to
pay dues to a club to maintain, repair, or replace those repeaters
they use? Will they have technical skills to offer when unique
ECOM problems arise in their community?

ers are not associated with any group, but are inspired to get
their ham ticket “just in case,” expecting to be able to take that
HT out of the box when it is needed and instantly use it like a
trained communicator.
How and where will these new people learn how to compose a
clear message and transfer it over the radio? With what messages will they practice? How will they learn to operate effectively
in directed nets and learn net control skills? Fortunately, an
ideal training ground for aspiring EMCOMM operators exists!
In many Sections, it operates every day, 365 days per year, including Christmas and New Years Day! Many “Elmers” are also
available. There is a ready supply of practice messages. Timetested methods greatly enhance the chances of a message being
composed properly and relayed accurately. Regular participants
stand out in ARES and other nets, as extraordinarily concise,
efficient and accurate operators.

Looking back at nearly four decades of ARES and NTS involvement, I can recall as many incidents that utilized my technical
skills and knowledge as those, which required my services simply
as a communicator. Would such groups really be able to improvise the technical solutions we provided to solve interoperability
problems, restore public safety communications links or the like?
If such groups are planning to utilize local resources for their
operations, shouldn’t they be coordinating with the local clubs
and ARES groups to ensure that resources are properly allocated, activities aren’t needlessly duplicated and to ensure that conflicts do not arise when multiple groups plan to utilize the same
infrastructure for differing missions?

What is this training program? I am speaking of the NTS, of
course.
Some object that the message format is outdated. Some object
that the form or the process is too difficult. Some say that their
served agencies will not use the form. Yet, the proper term
here is “time tested.” In other words; it works!

While no one has a problem with a group of four-wheel drive
enthusiasts or other volunteers studying for their license. One
does have to wonder if we are not better off seeking out and
recruiting individuals who have a genuine enthusiasm for the
ART of radio communications.

The last point is valid. Except for possibly health and welfare
messages, served agencies do not use the radiogram form much,
any more. Look, however, at Jim Wades’ article in this issue
about the ICS-213 form, which in many aspects IS a radiogram.
Messages may be morphed back and forth between ICS-213
format and radiogram format, if necessary.

Finally, let’s not forget the lessons learned over nearly 60 years
of evolution toward the concept of comprehensive emergency
management. All agencies and NGOs active in disaster response
must plan together and coordinate to ensure an effective disaster
response mission. This concept also applies readily to the many
Amateur Radio groups available and invested in emergency preparedness.

My point, however, is that the message format is in some ways
peripheral to the training one gets in NTS. NTS training is
mostly about the skills, which over time become ingrained
enough to be reliable in an emergency. The skills revolve mostly around time-tested methods of relaying messages accurately
(by voice, or by CW if necessary). They also revolve around
operating efficiently on any directed net (not just a traffic net),
especially when the level of activity is high.

Free EMCOMM Training Available
By Kate Hutton K6HTN LAX STM

Digital modes such as MBEMS, WinLink2000 and mesh networks are making a big hit in the amateur radio EMCOMM arena. I would be very surprised, however, if the workhorse mode
in most disasters isn’t still a voice mode, most likely VHF-FM
and possibly HF-SSB.

The revolving pool of trainees could also enhance the staffing of
our nets, to everyone’s benefit. Some might choose to make
the traffic nets a regular habit.
It is quite possible that the main contribution that NTS can make
to the next disaster response is just as much in training operators, as it is in passing Priority and Welfare messages in the time
of need. We should be actively promoting this service for
ARES training. In the best of all possible worlds, I’d like to see
every ARES member get involved in NTS long enough to become comfortable with it, then keep checking into a net once a
month to stay fresh and stay in touch with the traffic handlers.
Their goal would be to learn the universal communications skills

In time of emergency, volunteers and served agency staff will
eventually tire under stress and, after some time, accuracy and
clarity may slip a bit. Meanwhile, hordes of new “recruits” who
have entered the hobby with public service in mind will want to
assist. In addition to the time-tested ARES and RACES groups,
this pool of volunteers may include many new hams who are
members of CERT (Community Emergency Response Teams)
and know just enough about radio to pass the Tech exam. Oth4

and the methods needed to make use of NTS should it be needed
in a disaster situation. They need not to commit to NTS nets during a real situation. Ideally, every old-time traffic handler would
check into a net at least once a month and “move a few,” to set an
example of proper methods and to stay connected with the current participants. WTSHTF, they could come back and help, if
needed.
QNI QTC ?

A Little Knowledge is a Dangerous Thing
By James Wades, WB8SIW

traffic within or between agencies at the local, county or perhaps
state level. As such, certain service data common to commercial
or military messages was deemed unnecessary for this particular
application.
While the radiogram format contains additional service data,
that service data generally overlaps the more limited items required by IC-213. It is a simple matter to transcribe a radiogram
format message onto the IC-213 message form while retaining
the integrity of the radiogram and its important service information. This allows the radio amateur to utilize the service data
contained within the preamble for critical network management
tasks while still presenting EOC or ICS staff with a format consistent with their specific needs.

Any well trained radio amateur with thorough knowledge of the
radiogram format can easily accommodate any of the other message formats commonly encountered, including IC-213,
SHARES, MARS or the like. It’s simply a matter of where one
inserts the data into the message form. Those ARES organizations that reject the radiogram format outright are likely doing
so either based on misunderstanding and inexperience or, worse
In reality, this debate is a non-starter. Not only are the two for- yet, a hidden adversarial agenda targeting NTS.
mats compatible, the translation of the radiogram format into IC213 is an easy and straightforward process for those with experience Let’s examine a fully serviced ECOM message in radiogram forin traffic handling. Before delving into details, it is wise to under- mat which is then translated into IC-213 format.
stand the origins and purposes of the two formats.
A periodic debate arises in the ARES community concerning appropriate methods for official record message communications.
Some argue that the radiogram format is “obsolete.” They go on
to suggest that IC-213 should be the “new” message format because of its inclusion in NIMS and similar Federal Standards.

The radiogram format has deep roots in this history of telecommunications. It evolved from the Western Union telegram format of the 19th century. As a matter of fact, if one places an early
telegram alongside a modern radiogram, he will see that the two
share most of the same components. These basic components are
retained today in a wide variety of record message formats ranging from military formats to your basic e-mail.

22 P WB8SIW 13 HIGHLAND PARK MI 2230Z MAY 6
LT WALTER JOHNSON
MSP EMD OPERATIONS
SEOC
LANSING MI
TEMPORARY MORGUE ESTABLISHED AT CLEVELAND
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL 13322 CONANT STREET DETROIT MI 48212

The radiogram, like its forebear, was designed to carry service
data that is essential for routing and tracking a message over long
distances. This allowed operators at both the office of origin and
the office of delivery to manage any problems that might arise in
the communications process. This service data also supported
accounting and record keeping activities. While NTS doesn’t
charge for a radiogram, the ability to service messages that have
errors, missing data or the like remains essential. Likewise, a
properly serviced radiogram carrying official third party content
serves as a liability shield for the ARES and NTS organization supporting a served agency.

DR MILLARD BASS
DETROIT MEDICAL EXAMINER

TX: KA8KDR 062240Z MAY 2013

Now, let’s imagine that the message above is transmitted
through a network and eventually received at the State EOC
(SEOC) and transcribed onto an IC-213 message form. You will
note in the example below that the message was received at the
State EOC (SEOC) from KA8KDR at 2244Z.

Like the radiogram, the IC-213 message is also designed to maintain a record of important communications. However, its origins
are decidedly different from the radiogram. One might argue
that the IC-213 was designed for local use within the EOC or
within a single unit of government. This format originated as a
tool for maintaining a record of critical message flow and decision
making within an Emergency Operations Center or in situations
where a message router coordinated the flow of record message
5

Incident:
To:

LT. WALTER JOHNSON, MSP EMD OPER
ATIONS, SEOC

From:

DR. MILLARD BASS, DETROIT MEDICAL
EXAMINER



The message serial number retains its validity, although it’s
not included in the IC-213 format. For example, imagine
that you are handling hundreds of official messages in the
course of a 12-hour shift at an Incident Command Post. If
the addressee or the receiving station wishes to refer to a
particular message, it is much easier to reference a message
number than it is to describe the message content. For
example, consider this hypothetical service reply text addressed to the operator at WB8SIW in response to the
above message example: “REFERENCE MESSAGE 22 LT
JOHNSON REROUTED MESSAGE TO DR MICHELLE
ZULINSKI MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
HEALTH.” This is not only considerably more efficient
than attempting to describe the original message, but it
also allows the operator, originator and the addressee to
quickly retrieve the original message form from his file in
order to process and fully understand the reply.



IC-213 also suffers from yet another deficiency in that no
precedence (priority) is indicated. This is an important
administrative tool required of any broad scale ECOM
radio network, unless, of course, circuit capacity is unlimited. In the case of ARES or NTS, network management is
a job required of those radio operators using the network,
but it is invisible and seemingly irrelevant to the addressee.
By incorporating the precedence field into the original
message using the radiogram format, the radio network
can prioritize message flow. For example, is the example
message regarding the temporary morgue more important
that a health and welfare message? Should message 22 be
cleared before less important messages? The obvious answer is “yes.” However, IC-213 does not incorporate this
data nor differentiate between the relative importance of
messages; a necessary tool for sound network management
practices.



Some states incorporate more than one time zone
(Michigan and Indiana come to mind). The radiogram
format utilizes universal time, which does not change with
location nor with daylight savings time. Any experienced
operator can quickly translate UTC time to the local 24hour time format required by IC-213. By retaining the
original radiogram preamble with the IC-213 form, these
two date-time groups can be retained and compared if
necessary to solve any discrepancies or questions about the
time at which a critical served agency message was originated or delivered.

Subject:
Date:

MAY 6, 2013

Time:

1830 EDT

Message:

TEMPORARY MORGUE ESTABLISHED AT
CLEVELAND INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL
13322 CONANT STREET DETROIT MI
48212

(ADMIN: 22 P WB8SIW 13 HIGHLAND PARK MI 2230Z
MAY 6) (ADMIN: RCVD KA8KDR 062244Z MAY 2013)

Comparing the two messages, we can now see that the radiogram
format contains all of the data required of the IC-213 except for a
couple of items of minor consequence. These include the optional
“incident” line, which is not required, and the “subject” line. Certainly, this data could be appended to the radiogram format either
as an op note or as a component in the address or text. However,
as a general rule, the lack of a “subject” line does not affect the
integrity of the message.
When transcribing a radiogram message onto IC-213, the entire
message preamble can be retained. One method is to place the
radiogram preamble in parenthesis elsewhere on the form, preceded by the word “ADMIN.” Likewise, the optional “Incident”
line could be used for the preamble information as well. This
retains its availability for use by the operators at the EOC. Noting
the time the message was received and from whom it was received is also potentially beneficial, particularly if someone misplaces the message and decides to pin the oversight on the lowly
volunteer (yes, this has happened).
So, why retain the radiogram preamble? Let’s consider some
good reasons for doing so:


If the message was received via Amateur Radio, any reply
will likely need to be transmitted via Amateur Radio. After
all, if other resources, such as commercial common carrier
networks or public safety networks were readily available,
the message would have been transmitted using one of these
primary methods in the first place. Therefore, it is important to
know the call sign and location of the Station of Origin. This allows
the reply to be routed to the radio amateur or station, which has
access to the originator (signatory).

Finally, the radiogram format is well suited to our routine traffic nets, whether voice, digital or CW. Regular participation in
routine NTS nets provides consistent, convenient training,
6

which cannot be efficiently offered using the IC-213 in the EOC or
ICS environment. Once one is fully familiar with the radiogram
(e.g. understands the sequence and components from memory),
transmission methods, spelling procedures and the proper use of the
ITU phonetic alphabet, the translation process to IC-213 is an intuitive and simple task.

This is the same radiogram as received and transcribed onto
the familiar IC-213 form, along with the reply generated
within the EOC by the addressee (official) that might be returned to the radio operator by the message router:

There is an old expression that many have heard, but few seem to
heed in an era in which information technology has given everyone a
voice and a platform equal to that of the expert: “A little knowledge is
a dangerous thing”
A few radio amateurs consider themselves expert emergency communicators simply because they have an ID card or a title. Some
extrapolate their very limited experience associated with small scale
events and tactical communications to the more complex and demanding requirements of a major incident, which may find Amateur
Radio conveying information of genuine value and consequence on
behalf of important agencies. When you see an ARES or RACES
group asserting that the radiogram format has “no place” in their
training and operational activities, you can rest assured that the old
adage rings true. A little knowledge truly is a dangerous thing.
SAMPLE MESSAGES ILLUSTRATING CONCEPTS
Illustrating the above example, here is the imaginary radiogram as
originated in the field and transmitted to a net liaison (KA8KDR)
for relay to State EOC:
Notes:
1. Message section on top transcribed (copied) by radio amateur.
2. Reply section on bottom returned to radio amateur from message
router for origination of reply to the field.
This is the radiogram generated at the SEOC and transmitted
in response to the IC-213 reply along with the admin data:

Notes:
1. The official radiogram form or any equivalent form may be used. It is
the format and service data that are important. The competent ECOM volunteer can draft or transcribe a radiogram on any available form, including
blank paper.
2. Service data is essential. Remember that part of being a competent
communicator includes the ability to keep track of all the data and messages
entrusted to your care. It is quite common for agency officials to come to you
and ask you to find and confirm message content or to confirm information
regarding message transmission and delivery times, to whom messages were
addressed, etc.
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Notes:
1. The radio amateurs managing the network are responsible for
understanding network staffing and topology to ensure reply
traffic is properly routed to the correct station for delivery.
2. Messages must be kept available and organized for ready reference. The radio amateur accepting messages filed for origination
or delivery is responsible for ensuring the data is fully received
and understood.

Digital Relay Stations Needed

Use a printer: When using digital modes, a printer is essential. Agency officials will not have time to walk over to your
monitor to read incoming message traffic. Will your printer
work in a damp, humid environment? Do you have extra ink
cartridges? Do you have extra paper?

By Dave Struebel, WB2FTX

Just a reminder that all three areas within NTSD could use more
Digital Relay Stations (DRS).
The function of the DRS is to interface with their assigned NTSD
automated mailbox (MBO) and remove NTS traffic and take it to
the region/section/local “manual” nets for any needed additional
relay and ultimate delivery.

Typos are typos: Data communications may be “error free,”
but this does not apply to the input process. The communicator
must be as much a competent secretary as he/she is a technologist. All originated traffic entered into a terminal or computer
for origination must be proof-read carefully. Ironically, CW
operators do this intuitively as they transmit a message. Likewise, phone operators typically spell difficult words, acronyms
and the like, thereby exposing errors during the message handling process. The digital operator is, in some ways, more subject to “garbage-in/garbage-out” inaccuracy problems in message
handling.

Although the NTSD MBO operate at the higher PACTOR-3
speed, it is fine for a DRS to only be capable of PACTOR-1, since
they need only perform this interface at a minimum of once a day
and they are not connected to the MBO for a long time period.
NTSD has an Equipment Bank which loans PACTOR-1 capable
modems to new DRSs to get them up and running. This modem is
theirs to keep and use until they either leave NTSD, buy their
own and/or upgrade to a higher speed modem. At that time, they
are obligated to return the modem to the Equipment Bank for
possible loan to another new operator.

Digital is not always faster: Don’t misunderstand. Digital
modes have a bright future in Amateur Radio and EMCOMM.
However, their efficiency is limited by the human side of the
equation as well. An individual must still draft a message. Individuals must discuss content. Messages received must be read,
considered, researched and a reply developed. Even if one can
send an encyclopedia of messages every few seconds, the human
side of the process will delay the operation!

This modem loan is free with a $15 shipping charge.
If you or anyone else is interested in becoming a part of NTS Digital, please either contact me or your Area Digital Coordinator:

Texting while driving? When one is a hammer, everything
is a nail. Teenagers and young adults text when they drive because they are programmed by repeated behavior to prefer that
method of communications. After all, isn’t a phone call more
efficient when one is walking or driving? Yet, habit overrides
judgment. Sometimes, data communications is the best choice
for ECOM work. At other times, one may be better off with a
book of waterproof message forms, a pencil and a handheld radio with a few spare battery packs. In other words, apply the
best mode to the ECOM function, not the mode with which you
are most comfortable nor the mode with which you are most
enamored!

Eastern Area WB2FTX: wb2ftx@optonline.net
Central Area, KB0OFD:kb0ofd@centurytel.net
Pacific Area, W5KAV chuckw5kav@comcast.net

Some Thoughts on Digital Communications
By James Wades, WB8SIW

Amateur Radio Operators are not insular. Like the broader society, we are both enamored and dominated by personal telecommunications technology. This technology shapes the way we live,
work and think. It also shapes expectations.
It is important for radio amateurs to give serious consideration to
the expectations of those we serve. These individuals are used to
having total control over their own communications. In time of
emergency, they will, to a greater or lesser extent, be dependent
upon others for their data and information. This can be discomfiting and cause great insecurity for agency officials.

Binary files: Every ARES group should develop sufficient digital capabilities to transfer typical binary files from the field to
key locations, such as EOCs or Incident Command Posts.
Spreadsheets, photographs, technical documents, chemical data
and the like is often best transmitted as a file attachment. The
ability to transfer such files is almost essential in the modern
business/public safety environment. Remember, these documents have little utility if you can’t print them.

The radio amateur must be prepared to work with served agency
officials to not just provide data and messaging services, but to do
so in a way in which they are a partner in the process. It is essential that radio amateurs be qualified to provide a value added service, which engenders confidence and which offers administrative
benefits to those we serve. This fact should be considered before
venturing into the field or reporting to the EOC to provide support. Here are some additional thoughts to consider regarding
digital communications methods in particular:

Done is better than perfect: Software and digital platforms
should be standardized to a degree. Everyone has an opinion or
a favorite mode. However, interoperability is best supported by
a base-line of universality in terms of software and systems.
Once the baseline is established, ARES groups can then deploy
other specialized methods needed to suit their own local requirements.
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list it for whichever DRS is covering zip code 68465. The “ <
K6HTN” indicates the originating station, which will appear in a
“from” column in the traffic list that the DRS sees.

Batch File Format
By Kate Hutton, K6HTN - LAX STM

(This document was prepared for our local NTS operators who
may be participating in the Simulated Emergency Test, coming
up soon.)

Some notes regarding zip codes are in order. First, Canadian
postal codes must be six characters with no space in the middle.
Second, make sure that any “leading zeros” in US zip codes are
present (this issue will only arise if you use Excel/Mailmerge to
generate your recipient list). Also, please make sure there is no
punctuation in your address section, or NTSD software may spell it out!

Radiograms may be entered into NTSD via WL2K radio email,
by including them in an attachment called a “batch file.” The
batch file consists of a string of any number of legal radiograms,
each enclosed in a “wrapper” that informs the NTSD software on
what to do with it. Here is an example, including two radiograms, a formally complete one and another with “bare bones”
addressee info that might be sent to a traffic handler in a disaster.

The second line is referred to as the “town line.” This can serve
as a secondary means of routing the message.
ST 68465@NTSNE < K6HTN
WILBER NO PHONE

ST 68465@NTSNE < K6HTN
WILBER NO PHONE

If there is a phone number in the radiogram, the words “NO
PHONE” are replaced by the area code & prefix. See the second
example. NTSD can be very intolerant, so stick to the exact
format & spacing.

NR 4503 R K6HTN 18 PASADENA CA SEP 9Z
LEIGH
C/O WA4STO IN WILBER NE 68465
BT
RE WA4STO NR 6799 WILL
DO BEST TO HANDLE WHATEVER
YOU SEND X DO NOT
KNOW LIMIT 73
BT
KATE K6HTN
AR

The end section of the wrapper consists of: /EX This MUST be
followed by EITHER another ST line (for another radiogram)
OR at least one “return.” (Otherwise the last message in line
will not be loaded!)
The batch file becomes an attachment to a WL2K radio email.
The file name may be anything you like, but something that
helps you keep track of your messages is helpful. I would use:

/EX
ST 07405@NTSNJ < K6HTN
BUTLER 973 838

20130910_K6RXX_NE1_NJ1.TXT
This indicates the date and it also indicates that I’m sending it to
the MBO K6RXX with one message for Nebraska and one message for New Jersey included. This tells K6RXX where to point
his beam.

NR 4504 R K6HTN ARL 15 PASADENA CA SEP 10
DAVE STRUEBEL WB2FTX
241 BOONTON AVE
BUTLER NJ 07405
973 555 9093
BT
ARL FIFTY LOOKING FORWARD TO
CHALLENGE OF SET X THANKS
FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT 73
BT
KATE K6HTN
AR

The following, however, is clearly specified … The BODY of
the email must begin with:
NTSD NE 1 NJ 1
ATTACHED FILE:
20130910_K6RXX_NE1_NJ1.TXT
More than one file may be attached and listed. This is followed
by whatever pleasantries you may want to include.

/EX

The SUBJECT line must be:

The header section of the wrapper begins with the characters ST
(instruction to “send traffic”), followed by an NTSD routing address that includes the zip code, the @ sign, the characters NTS
followed by the state abbreviation. This is called the “ST line”
and instructs NTSD to route the message to Nebraska (NE) and

NTSD NE 1 NJ 1; pse HXC this email
This leaves K6RXX with no doubt about what is in the radio
email nor what he needs to do with it. Your “HXC” is likely to
be a short email that says “QSL.”
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SET Options
By James Wades

Note that some people use NTSD QTC NE 1 NJ 1. It doesn’t
hurt anything, but it is also unnecessary.

NTS members occasionally find that their local ARES group
does not participate in the SET. There may be a variety of reasons for this. In some cases, the local ARES group may participate in an exercise sponsored by a served agency on an alternate
date. In some cases, an ARES group may choose not to support
the Simulated Emergency Test. In other cases, an ARES group
may make a decision to not interface with NTS.

Check everything two or three times to ensure that the batch
file headers agree with the radiograms, the format is right,
and so forth. Make sure you attach the batch file & then send by
WL2K to your Section or Region MBO. More information on
the Section and Region MBOs is available through your NTSD
Area Coordinators (see page 8—Editor).

Regardless of the status of your local ARES group, NTS net
members may utilize the annual Simulated Emergency Test as
an opportunity to test their own level of preparedness. Here
are some ideas and reasons for doing so:

Precedence
The above examples are routine radiograms. Below is an example of a message I might send during the SET:

1. Make yourself available for clearing traffic coming into your
local area. While your local ARES group may not participate, other ARES and RACES groups throughout your Section are likely doing so. These organizations may be originating test messages addressed to agencies or individuals in
your area. By checking into your Section and local traffic
nets, you can be available to ensure timely delivery of exercise traffic. Now is also a good time to invest some administrative effort in the process of preparing a spreadsheet
with important agency phone numbers, fax numbers and email addresses, which can be kept on file to effect the timely delivery of exercise traffic. Such data can then be retained for actual use in time of emergency.

ST 95949@NTSCA < K6HTN
TEST P GRASS VALLEY 530 273
NR 9000 TEST P HXCE K6HTN 16 PASADENA CA
OCT 5
JIM MICHENER K9JM RN6 NM
16851 AILEEN WAY
GRASS VALLEY CA 95949
530 273 7525
BT
TEST HEAVIER THAN NORMAL TRAFFIC
EXPECTED ON RN6 DUE TO
SIMULATED EMERGENCY TEST STARTING NOW
TEST
BT
K6HTN LAX STM
AR

2. Conduct your own emergency drill. For example, deploy a
portable station at a local park or even in your back yard.
Take an overnight camping trip and conduct a mini “Field
Day” built around the Simulated Emergency Test. Put that
QRP-CW transceiver to work by setting-up and originating
some test messages from the field via your Section CW
traffic net.

/EX
Note the placement of “TEST P” at the beginning of the town
line. (Also note the TEST at the beginning and end of the text.).
The body of the email now begins with:

3. The same rules apply to deploying digital modes. A simple
deployment exercise can reveal some of the complexities
and potential pitfalls of deploying a portable digital station
to the field. How long will your laptop and peripherals run
on battery power? Will your printer prove reliable in the
morning dampness? Did you remember all of the correct
interface cables? Can you see the monitor in the sunlight?

NTSD NCN 1 TEST P
FILE ATTACHED:
20131005_K6RXX_NCN1_TESTP.TXT
and the subject line is:

4. Activate a club station. Many clubs and ARES groups maintain key stations at a local Chapter of the Red Cross, the
Salvation Army, hospitals, armories and so forth. Use SET
as an opportunity to activate one or more of these stations.
By handling traffic during SET, one can ensure the equipment is operational and that the radiated signal is of “traffic
quality.” Likewise, emergency power sources can be exercised as part of the drill.

NTSD NCN 1 TEST P; pse HXC this email
In the town line, the non-routine precedence is added at the beginning. In the body and subject lines, it is added at the end.
Questions regarding NTSD volunteer opportunities or procedures should be directed to your Section, Region, or Area NTSD
staff.

Have some fun and participate in SET. You may learn a lot!
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who will send you a series of messages
(typically three per session). At the end of
each session, you are free to ask any questions that you may have.

The Maryland Slow Net (MSN) is a CW traffic and training net sponsored by the Anne
Arundel Radio Club (AARC). Net operating
speed is about ten words per minute. MSN is
a section net and is a member of the National
Traffic System (NTS). MSN meets daily at
7:30 PM prevailing Eastern Time on 3563
kHZ. All are welcome.

MSN is your opportunity to learn and the
place to make mistakes without feeling like
you are interfering with a busy traffic net.
MSN handles traffic at a speed with which
you are comfortable, either with the training messages or real traffic you are trying to
send.

The Maryland Slow Net

If you are interested in learning net procedures and traffic handling while meeting some
of the friendliest operators in amateur radio,
MSN is your ticket to great personal reward
and satisfaction. MSN affords an excellent
opportunity to improve code proficiency or
just to enjoy CW more. In these times, it also
provides training that can be used in emergency operations.

There are helpful operating hints on their
web page:

MSN sponsors an on-the-air traffic training
course. It is available for the asking by simply
checking in to MSN on a regular basis. After a
preliminary briefing by the Net Manager or
one of the Instructors, each time you check
in, you will be assigned a Volunteer Instructor

Bruce, W8CPG, is the net manager. There
are check-ins from all over the Eastern US
and Canada, so all are welcome, regardless
of which state or section you are from.

http://www.bdb.com/~msn/

I have been involved with MSN for many
years, first as a student, then as an instructor. Being an instructor on this net has been
a very enjoyable and rewarding experience
for me.

Far from the maddening crowd

All contents are Copyright 2013.
This publication may be distributed unmodified and in its entirety free of charge to the Amateur Radio Community.

Labor Day has passed, school is in session,
and vacation season is mostly over.
Macy’s Department Store in Chicago is
already displaying Christmas decorations
and the busy holidays are just around the
corner. At times like these, it’s easy to get
lost in the maddening crowd. Yet, life is
short. Take some time to enjoy the Fall
weather and the changing of the seasons.
It seems to me I’d like to go
Where bells don’t ring, nor whistles blow,
Nor clocks don’t strike, nor gongs sound,
And I’d have stillness all around.

Or maybe a cricket or katydid,
Or the songs of birds in the hedges hid,
Or just some such sweet sound as these,
To fill a tired heart with ease.
If ‘t weren’t for sight and sound and smell,
I’d like the city pretty well,
But when it comes to getting rest,
I like the country lots the best.
Sometimes it seems to me I must
Just quit the city’s din and dust
And get out where the sky is blue,
And say, now, how does it seem to you?
- Nixon Waternam

Not real stillness, but just the trees,
Low whispering, or the hum of bees,
Or brooks faint babbling over stones,
In strangely, softly tangled tones.
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